
Ash Trees and Natural Confusion



• Red-tailed bumblebee first seen on average 2 weeks earlier than last year 
• Frogspawn first seen on average 15 days earlier than “normal”.  
• 7-spot ladybird first seen 2 weeks earlier than last year 
• Hawthorn flowers first seen almost a month earlier than normal & 3 weeks earlier than last 
year 
• Peacock butterfly first seen a month earlier than normal and a month earlier than last year
 • Swift returning- data still coming in 



• Mismatches of timing (synchrony), as plants, birds and insects are all responding at 
different rates. The records from 2007 illustrate this- different changes in timing when subject 
to the same changes in temperature 

• Increased competition- the oak tree came into leaf 3 weeks earlier than the ash this year, 
while this used to happen at a similar time- oak is more responsive to temperature change
 
• Declining numbers of ash trees would alter a long established balance in British woodland with unpredictable results.

• Significant variations in temperature are predicted 
to become more common in the future.
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“Woodlands will survive but they might look very different,” 
What we must do, he says, is try and help native species adapt and move, if necessary, to new habitats where they have a chance of survival.





The Shameful Omnivore and Nutritional anxiety



New food labels have to come with a “how to understand and use it” guide. It is a huge problem. Meanwhile, there is an increasing desire for people to 
have access to data and information about where their food comes from, how far it has traveled. There is an increased nutritional confusion.





A “sitopic” city? Steel’s coinage here, sitopia—from “si-
tos” (food) and “topos” (place)—is derived from her re-
alization that “food shares with utopia the quality of be-
ing cross-disciplinary… capable of transforming not just 
landscapes, but political structures, public spaces, social 
relationships, [and] cities.”






